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Toby Collins, Pablo Mesejo and Adrien Bartoli
ALCoV-ISIT, UMR 6284 CNRS/Université d’Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand, France

Abstract. An error occurs in graph-based keypoint matching when keypoints in two different images are matched by an algorithm but do not
correspond to the same physical point. Most previous methods acquire
keypoints in a black-box manner, and focus on developing better algorithms to match the provided points. However to study the complete
performance of a matching system one has to study errors through the
whole matching pipeline, from keypoint detection, candidate selection to
graph optimisation. We show that in the full pipeline there are six different types of errors that cause mismatches. We then present a matching
framework designed to reduce these errors. We achieve this by adapting keypoint detectors to better suit the needs of graph-based matching,
and achieve better graph constraints by exploiting more information from
their keypoints. Our framework is applicable in general images and can
handle clutter and motion discontinuities. We also propose a method
to identify many mismatches a posteriori based on Left-Right Consistency inspired by stereo matching due to the asymmetric way we detect
keypoints and define the graph.

1

Introduction

Nonrigid keypoint-based image matching is the task of finding correspondences
between keypoints detected in two images that are related by an unknown nonrigid transformation. This lies at the heart of several important computer vision
problems and applications including nonrigid registration, object recognition and
nonrigid 3D reconstruction. Graph-based methods solve this with a discrete optimisation on graphs whose edges encode geometric constraints between keypoints.
This is NP hard in general and current research involves finding good approximate solutions [1–3] or better ways to learn the graph’s parameters [4–6]. Most
methods tend to treat the underlying keypoint detector as a black box, however to improve the overall performance of a graph matching system one should
design or adapt the keypoint detector to also reduce errors and ease the matching problem. We show that there are six types of errors that cause mismatches
which occur throughout the whole matching pipeline from keypoint detection to
graph optimisation. We then give a general framework for reducing these errors
and show this greatly improves the end performance. This includes a method for
detecting mismatches a posteriori that is based on the Left-Right Consistency
(LRC) test [7, 8] originating in stereo matching. Although simple, this has not
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been used in graph-matching before because many prior formulations are symmetric (i.e. if the roles of the two images are reversed the solution remains the
same). We argue that, to reduce errors, an asymmetric approach (where keypoints sets in either image are significantly different) has many advantages, and
it also permits using the LRC1 .
Previous work. Graph-based keypoint matching is typically formulated as a
quadratic binary assignment problem [2, 6, 9–16]. This can represent constraints
on individual matches (i.e. unary terms) and pairs of matches (i.e. pairwise
terms). Some works have incorporated higher-order constraints [13, 14] to handle the fact that pairwise constraints, such as preserving 2D Euclidean distances
between points [6, 15] are not invariant to deformation and viewpoint change.
However increasing the order to third and beyond increases exponentially the
cost to compute and store the graph’s terms. Thus second-order graphs remain
the dominant approach. A limitation of many previous works is that they enforce
all nodes in the graph to have a match. In some works this is done explicitly by
using a permutation assignment matrix [9, 17]. In the others this is done implicitly because their cost function is always reduced by making a match [10–14, 16,
4]. Works that deal with unmatchable keypoints include [6, 18, 19, 15]. [6] allows
keypoints to be assigned to an unmatchable state in a Markov Random Field
(MRF)-based energy function. However reported results required ground-truth
training images of the scene to learn the right weighting of the energy terms,
which limits applicability. Unmatchable keypoints are found in [18, 15] by detecting those which have poor geometric compatibility with high-confidence matches.
[15] requires a fully-connected graph and is very computationally demanding for
large keypointsets. [18] iteratively computes correspondence subspace from highconfident matches and uses this as a spatial prior for other points. This was shown
to work well for smooth deformable surfaces but may have difficulty with motion
discontinuous or cluttered scenes. Other approaches are the Hard Matching with
Outlier Detection (HMOD) methods [20–23]. These match keypoints using only
their texture descriptors, and because many of these matches will be false, use
a secondary stage of detecting mismatches by computing their agreement with
a deformation model fitted from the matches that are considered correct.

2

Types of Errors in Graph-based Keypoint Matching

We define R = {r1 , ..., rm } and T = {t1 , ..., tn } to be the keypoint-sets for the
two images, which we refer to as the reference and target images respectively.
Without loss of generality let m ≥ n. The goal of keypoint matching is to find, if
it exists, a correct correspondence for each member of T in R (Fig. 1). Because
keypoint detectors localise keypoints with some margin of error, a soft criteria is
required to distinguish correct from incorrect correspondences.This means that
for any member of T there may exist multiple correct matches in R. We define
Si ⊂ R to be all correct matches for a keypoint ti . We define ti to be a matchable
1
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keypoint if Si is non-empty. We define ti to be an unmatchable keypoint if Si is
empty. We define the visible keypoint-set V ⊆ T to be all keypoints in T that
are visible in the reference image (but are not necessarily in R). In this paper we
tackle problems where T and R are large unfiltered keypoint-sets generated by
a keypoint detector such as SIFT [24] or SURF [25]. For typical images m and
n will be O(102 → 105 ). To keep the costs of graph-based matching manageable
in terms of (i) storage, (ii) time to compute the graph’s constraints and (iii)
time to find the solution, the possible members of R that ti can be matched to
types
shouldIntroduction:
be pruned significantly.
This of
haserror
been done previously by taking the p
members in R that have the most similar descriptors, with p being small (e.g.
O(101 )). We define a keypoint’s candidate match set C(ti ) ⊂ R to be the pruned
set for ti . We define the output of a matching system by the assignment vector
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s ∈ {0, 1, ...m} , where s(i) 6= 0 means that ti is matched to rs(i) ∈ C(ti ), and
s(i) = 0 means that ti is unmatched and in the unmatchable state. In all prior
works in graph-based keypoint matching performance is evaluated by measuring
the number of correct matches made between T and R. This does not tell us the
whole story for the complete performance of the system, nor does it provide a
breakdown of where the error occurred. For a visible keypoint ti ∈ V a matching
system will fail to establish a correct correspondence in the reference image
according to four types of errors (Fig. 1). These are as follows:
def

• Detection error : Ed (ti ∈ V) = (Si = ∅). ti is visible in the reference image
but there was no correct correspondence detected in the reference image.
def
• Candidate pruning error : Ecp (ti ∈ V) = (Si 6= ∅, Ci ∩ Si = ∅). There is
no detection error but the keypoint’s candidates do not contain a correct
correspondence.
def
• Candidate selection error : Ecs (ti ∈ V) = (Si 6= ∅, Ci ∩ Si 6= ∅, si 6= 0, si ∈
/
Si ). There is neither a detection nor candidate pruning error, but si selects
a wrong correspondence in the candidate-set.
def
• Unmatched error : Eu (ti ∈ V) = (Si 6= ∅, Ci ∩ Si 6= ∅, si = 0). There is neither a detection nor candidate pruning error, but the keypoint is unmatched.
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We can aggregate these errors into what we call a visible-keypoint match error :
Ev (ti ∈ V) = (Ed (ti ) ∨ Ecp (ti ) ∨ Ecs (ti ) ∨ Eu (ti )). A matching system can make
two other types of errors which involve matching keypoints that have no match
in R. The first is an occluded match error : Eoc (ti ∈
/ V) = (si 6= 0). The second is
what we call a visible-but-unmatchable error : Evu (ti ∈ V) = (Ed ∨ Ecp ), si 6= 0.
We can also combine Eoc and Evu into what we call an unmatchable-keypoint
error : Eu (ti ) = Eoc (ti ) ∨ Evu (ti ). Developing a good graph-based matching
system is very challenging because it must simultaneously reduce unmatchable
keypoint errors yet try to match as many visible keypoints as possible. For visible
keypoint matching errors, we will show that errors in detection and candidate
pruning tend to have a compounding effect: not only does a visible keypoint
become unmatchable, but also geometric constraints are lost between it and its
neighbours in the graph. When this occurs too frequently the graph is weakened,
which can then lead to more candidate selection errors.
How might one reduce visible-keypoint match errors? Current research in
keypoint detection involves reducing the so-called repeatability error [26]. A repeatability error occurs when a keypoint detector fails to find the same two
keypoints in both images. Thus perfect repeatability implies V = V 0 , but this
is different from perfect detection error (which is what we want), which implies
V ⊆ V 0 . To improve matching performance, we should design or adapt keypoint
detectors to reduce detection and candidate pruning errors. The challenge here is
how to incorporate this into graph matching efficiently. For example, one could
reduce detection errors by having keypoints positioned densely in scale-space in
the reference image. This requires an expensive dense computation of keypoint
descriptors, and heavy candidate pruning. Reducing candidate selection errors
has been the main objective in prior graph matching papers, and this has mainly
been used as the evaluation criteria. This ignores the other types of errors we
have listed. We now propose the first matching framework designed to reduce all
types of errors. We call this framework Graph-based Affine Invariant Matching
(GAIM), and its main contributions are:
1. To reduce detection and candidate pruning errors by constructing R using a
redundant set keypoints. We do this so that even if there is large deformation
between the two images, there is a high likelihood of a correct correspondence
in R with a similar descriptor (§3.1).
2. To reduce candidate selection errors by constructing second-order graphconstraints that are fast to evaluate and deformation invariant (§3.3). To
achieve this we show that one can obtain automatically an estimate of the
local affine transform for each candidate match from our solution to point
1. These can then be used to enforce piecewise smooth matches. We show
that this reduces assignment errors compared with the most common secondorder constraint, which is to preserve Euclidean distance [6, 2].
3. To handle unmatchable keypoints with a robust graph cost function, and
show that many can be effectively detected a posteriori using an LRC procedure adapted to graph matching (§3.4).
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Proposed Framework: GAIM
Reference Keypoint-set Construction to Reduce Detection and
Candidate Pruning Errors

We use the fact that keypoint detectors trigger at different image positions in
scale-space depending to a large part on deformation and viewpoint change.
Thus, rather than attempting to make a keypoint’s descriptor affine-invariant
(e.g. [26]) we construct R by simulating many deformations of the reference
image, and for each simulation we harvest keypoints and add them into R.
Although the deformation space is enormous, most deformations can be wellapproximated locally by an affine transformation. Thus we only need to simulate
global affine deformations of the reference image (Fig. 2). We do not simulate all
of its six DoFs because keypoint methods such as SIFT are reasonably invariant
to 2D translation, isotropic scale and rotation. Thus we simulate deformations
by varying the remaining two DoFs (shear and aspect ratio). A similar strategy
was proposed in [27] to make SIFT affine invariant. However, our goal is different
because we want to have asymmetric keypoints (where all keypoints in V have
a correspondence in R, but not necessarily all keypoints in R have a correspondence in V). We also want to obtain an estimate of the affine transform between
ti and its candidate matches, as we will include these in the graph’s cost. In [27]
the affine transforms were not inferred. We uniformly quantise shear in the range
[−1.0 : 1.0] and anisotopic scale in the range [−0.25 : 4.0]. We use x intervals
that we experimentally vary from 3 to 8. We denote the simulated image set
by Is , s ∈ [1...S], and its simulated affine transform by As . We represent each
keypoint rk ∈ R by rk = (yk , qk , dk , σk , θk , pk ). We use yk to denote the index of
the simulated reference image from which rk was harvested. We use qk ∈ R2 to
denote the 2D position of the keypoint in Iyk and dk ∈ Rd denotes its descriptor
(using SIFT we have d = 128). We use pk ∈ R2 to denote its 2D position in
2
2
the reference image. This is given by pk = w(A−1
σk , qk ) where w(A, ·) : R → R
+
transforms a 2D point by an affine transform A. We use σk ∈ R and θk ∈ [0; 2π]
to denote the scale and orientation of the keypoint in Iyk respectively.
3.2

Target Keypoint-set, Candidate-sets, and Graph Construction

We construct T by running the keypoint detector on the target image with the
same parameters as used to construct R. Unless otherwise stated we rescale
the images to a default image diagonal resolution of 1,000 pixels before running
the detector. For any keypoint that have multiple descriptors due to multiple
orientation estimates, we use the descriptor that corresponds to the strongest
orientation. However in R multiple descriptors are kept. We denote each keypoint ti ∈ T by ti = (p̃i , d̃i , σ̃i , θ̃i ), which holds its 2D position, descriptor,
scale and orientation respectively. We construct C(ti ) by running an Approximate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) search over R. Currently we use FLANN [28]
with default parameters with a forest of 8 KD trees. We modify the search to
account for the fact that due to the redundancy in R, several keypoints are often
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returned as nearest neighbours but they are approximately at the same position
in the reference image. If this occurs then slots in the candidate-set are wasted.
We deal with this in a simple manner by sequentially selecting as a candidate
the keypoint in R with the closest descriptor from the ANN method, then eliminating keypoints which are approximately at the same image location (we use
a default threshold of 5 pixels). The graph is then constructed that connects
spatial neighbours in T . In our experiments this is done with a simple Delaunay
triangulation. We handle the fact that edges may cross motion discontinuities
by including robustness into the graph’s cost function. Because the geometric
constraints are defined locally a natural way to express matching constraints is
with a MRF. We use a second-order MRF of the form:
X

E(s) =

Ui (s(i)) + λ

i∈[1...|T |]

X

Pij (s(i), s(j)))

(1)

(i,j)∈E

The first-order term Ui ∈ R is used to penalise matches with dissimilar dedef
scriptors. We use the standard unary term Ui (s(i) > 0) = kds(i) − d̃i k1 . The
nd
2 -order term Pij ∈ R enforces geometric consistency. The term λ balances the
influence of Pij , and can be set by hand or learned from training images.
3.3

Second-order Deformation-Invariant Graph Constraints

We now show how the full-affine transform Aki that maps the local region in the
target image about a keypoint ti to the local region about a candidate match
rk in the reference image can be computed very cheaply (Fig. 2). Unlike affine
normalisation [26] this requires no optimisation. We achieve this by making the
following assumption. Suppose ti and rk is a correct correspondence. Because
their descriptors are close (since rk was selected as a candidate match), the local
transform between the simulated image Iyk and the target image at these points
is likely to not have undergone much anisotropic scaling or shearing, and can
be approximated by a similarity transform Ski . We obtain Ski from the keypoint


−1
σ R(θ ) q
σ̃i R(θ̃i ) p̃i
detector: Ski ≈ k > k k
where R(θ) is a 2D rotation by an
>
0

1

0

1

k
−1 k
angle θ. Aki is then given by composing this transform with A−1
yi as Ai ≈ Ayi Si
(Fig. 2). There are two points to note. The first is that we are exploiting the fact
that the keypoint is not fully affine invariant to give us Aki . Two of its DoFs
come from the simulated deformation transform Ayi (shear and aspect ratio)
and four come from the keypoint’s built-in invariance to give Ski . The second is
that computing it is virtually free given any candidate match. We then use these
affine transforms to construct Pij in a way which makes the graph invariant to
local affine deformation. By enforcing this robustly we can encourage matches
that can be explained by a piecewise smooth deformation. This writes as follows:
def

Pij (s(i) > 0, s(j) > 0) = min

h

s(i)

w(Ai

, p̃j ) − ps(j)

s(j)

2

, w(Aj

, p̃i ) − ps(i)

,τ

i

2

(2)
s(i)
Ai

The first term in Eq. (2) penalises a pair of matches if
(the affine transform
between ti and rs(i) ) cannot predict well ps(j) (the 2D position of rs(j) ). Because
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s(j)

we also have Aj , the second term is similar but made by switching the roles of
i and j. We take the minimum of these two terms to improve robustness, which
s(i)
s(j)
allows tolerance if either Ai or Aj is estimated wrongly. The term τ is a
constant which truncates the pairwise term. This is used to provide robustness.
Currently we set τ manually using a small dataset of training images (see §4).

Reference
image

Target
image

Images simulated from the
reference by changing
shear and aspect ratio

Fig. 2. Full affine transform Aki for a candidate match using simulation
(for shear and
Full affine transfo
aspect ratio) and keypoint-invariance (scale, rotation and translation).
Similarity: rotat
Inferred from

3.4

Detecting Unmatchable Keypoints a posteriori

The unmatchable state is difficult to handle as a graph constraint. To define
the unary term Ui (s(i) = 0) we would require to associate some cost (otherwise the graph would prefer a solution with all nodes in the unmatchable state
[29]). Balancing this cost ideally is non-trivial because V can vary significantly
between image pairs depending on clutter, different backgrounds and surface
self-occlusions. We also do not usually know a priori the expected number of detection and candidate pruning errors, as these vary between scenes and imaging
conditions. We face the same difficulty with defining the pairwise terms involving the unmatchable state. To address this problem we note that our matching
framework is not a symmetric process. When searching for matches, only the
detected keypoints in the target image are matched. If the role of the reference
and target images is reversed, a second set of matches would be found, and this
should be consistent with the first set. This is the so-called LRC test [7, 8] applied
to graph-based keypoint matching. We note that the LRC is also equivalent to
the uniqueness constraint which ensures each point in one image can match at
most one point in the other image [7].
Our solution to handle the unmatchable state and the uniqueness constraint
is to apply the LRC constraint (Fig. 3). First the MRF is defined in the target
image without utilising the unmatchable state (we call this the target MRF ).
The robustness of the graph’s terms are used to prevent unmatchable keypoints
adversely affecting the solution. The target MRF is then solved and we denote its
solution by ŝ and the matched pairs by MT = {(ti , rŝ(i) )}, i ∈ {1...n} (Fig. 3,
def

top right). We then form the set R0 = {rŝ(i) } ⊂ R, i ∈ {1...n}, and define
a second MRF called the reference MRF using R0 as its nodes. Duplicates or
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near-duplicates may exist in R0 because two keypoints in T may have been
matched to approximately the same location in the reference image. We detect
these using agglomerative clustering (we use a cluster threshold of 5 pixels), and
collapse reference MRF nodes to have one node per cluster. A new MRF is then
constructed using the cluster centres and their neighbours. Then the target image
is treated as the reference image and the reverse match is computed (Fig. 3,
bottom left). We denote its solution by MT = {(rŝ(i) , t0i )}. The LRC is then
applied by ensuring that ti and t0i are close, and we assign ti to the unmatchable
state if kp̃0i − p̃i k2 ≥ τc . We use a default threshold of τc = 15 pixels.

REFERENCE IMAGE

TARGET IMAGE

1

Matching from target to reference image

1

2
Total / false correspondences: 442 / 284

2

Matching from reference to target image

Total / false correspondences: 418 / 361

3

Left-Right Consistency check

Total / false correspondences: 442 / 1

Fig. 3. Proposed Left-Right Consistency test for keypoint-based graph-matching.

4

Experimental Evaluation

We divide the experimental evaluation into three parts. The first part evaluates
GAIM for reducing detection and candidate pruning errors. The second part
evaluates GAIM for reducing assignment errors. The third part evaluates our
method for detecting incorrect matches after graph optimisation. We compare
against two state-of-the-art HMOD methods: PB12 [21] and TCCBS12 [22]. Because we deal with such large keypoint-sets (O(n) ≈ 103 and O(m) ≈ 104 ), most
factorisation-based methods are unsuitable to tackle the problem. As a baseline
graph-based method we use [6] which can handle large m and n via candidate
match pruning. We use the naming scheme F/G/O/M to describe a graph matching method configuration. This denotes a method that computes keypoints with
a method F, computes graph constraints with a method G, optimises the graph
with an MRF optimiser O, and performs mismatch detection a posterior with
a method M. In our experiments F is either SIFT, AC-SIFT (Affine-Covariant
SIFT), or Gx-SIFT (our proposed asymmetric method by adapting SIFT in
§3.1, where x denotes the number of synthesised views plus the original image).
SIFT and AC-SIFT are computed with VLFeat’s implementation [30]. We use
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SIFT because it is still very popular, has matching accuracy that is competitive with state-of-the-art, and currently supports switching between standard
and affine-Covariant versions of the descriptor. G is either GAIM (our proposed
graph constraint) or RE (which stands for Robust Euclidean). RE is the Euclidean distance-preserving constraint from [6] but made robust by introducing
the truncation term τ . This allows a fair comparison with our constraint, and
we manually tune τ using the same training images. For O we use fast methods
known to work well on correspondence problems. These are AE (α-expansion
[31] with QPBO [32, 33]) or BP (loopy Belief Propagation). M is either PB12
[21], TCCBS12 [22] or LRC+ (our proposed Left-Right Consistency test). We
use GAIM to be shorthand for G26-SIFT/GAIM/AE/LRC+.
4.1

Test Datasets

We evaluate using public datasets from the deformable surface registration literature, and some new challenging datasets that we have created (Fig. 4). We
divide the datasets into 6 groups (Fig. 4). Group 1 involves 8 representative
images from CVLAB’s paper-bend and paper-crease sequences [34]. The first
frame is the reference image and five other frames were used as target images.
We also swapped the roles of the reference and target images, giving a total of
20 reference/target pairs. Group 2 involves 8 reference/target pairs of an open
deforming book with strong viewpoint change and optic blur that we shot with a
720p smartphone. Group 3 involves 8 reference/target pairs taken from CVLAB’s
multiview 3D reconstruction dataset with GT computed by [35]. This is a rigid
scene, but it was used since GT optic flow is available and the scene has motion
and surface discontinuities. Although the epipolar constraint is available due to
rigidity, we did not allow methods to use this constraint. Group 4 involves 16 reference/target pairs from CVLAB’s cardboard dataset [36] that we constructed
in a similar manner to Group 1. This is challenging due to texture sparseness and
local texture ambiguity. Groups 5 and 6 involve 20 reference/target pairs taken
from Oxford’s wall and graffiti datasets respectively. We used the first frame as
reference image, and the target images were generated from the first and third
frames by applying randomised synthetic deformations to them using perspective and TPS transformations. In total there are 92 reference/target pairs. We
trained λ and τ by hand on a training set comprising CVLAB’s bedsheet and
cushion datasets [34]. GT optic-flow is not provided for Groups 1,2 and 4. We
computed this carefully using an interactive warping tool. All images were scaled
to a resolution with diagonal 1,000 pixels and a match was considered correct if
it agreed to the optic flow by less than 12 pixels.
4.2

Experiment 1: Reduction of Candidate-set Errors

The first source of errors in graph-based keypoint matching is a candidate-set
error, which is when either a detection error or a candidate pruning error occurs
(see §2). In Fig. 5 we plot the mean candidate-set error rate as a function of the
candidate-set size p for SIFT, AC-SIFT and Gx-SIFT, with p varying from 1 to
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Fig. 4. Top: The six groups of test images used in evaluation. In total we test 92
reference/target image pairs. Bottom: average size of R and T and time (in ms) to
construct, indexing and ANN querying R on an i7-3820 PC with FLANN [37] with a
default maximum search depth of 15. Although the time to index G26-SIFT is considerably lager (taking a second or more) the time to query is only approximately a
factor of two/three slower than SIFT and AC-SIFT. In tracking tasks where indexing
only needs to be done once the benefits of using Gx-SIFT are very strong.

200 and x varying from 10 to 65. In solid lines we plot the error rates when using
the default detection parameters for building R and T . Across all datasets we
find a clear advantage in using Gx-SIFT. The benefits in a larger x is stronger
for smaller p. For p > 100 we see no real benefit in G8-SIFT over G26-SIFT
in any testset. For SIFT and AC-SIFT one might expect lower error rates by
keeping in R all detections without filtering those with low edge and scale-space
responses (and so to potentially reduce detection errors). In dashed we show the
error rates when R was constructed without the post-filtering. However there is
no clear error reduction in general, and in some cases this actually increased the
error. The large improvement in using Gx-SIFT tells us that a major cause for
candidate-set errors are the lack of viewpoint and local deformation invariance.
Despite AC-SIFT being designed to handle this, the results show that it lags
quite far behind Gx-SIFT.
4.3

Experiment 2: Reduction of Candidate Selection Errors

After detection and candidate pruning the next source of errors are candidate
selection errors (we refer the reader to §2 for the formal definition). We compared 10 matching configurations. These are listed in the first row of Fig. 6.
For our proposed keypoint detection method we use G26-SIFT. Our proposed
matching configurations in full is G26-SIFT/GAIM/BP & AE. Because ACSIFT also provides local affine transforms between candidate matches we also
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Fig. 5. Candidate-set error rate versus candidate-set size across the six test-sets. For
a fair comparison all methods use the same detected keypoints in the target image.

test the configuration AC-SIFT/GAIM by using the affine transforms from ACSIFT in Eq. (2). In all experiments we use a default value of p = 90. The results
on the test sets are shown in rows 1 and 2 of Fig. 6. The best results are obtained by the four configurations on the left (i.e. the ones where the reference
keypoint-set was built using G26-SIFT keypoints). This result is important because it tells us that when we use keypoints with higher candidate-set errors
(i.e. SIFT and AC-SIFT), this weakens the graph and causes keypoints that do
not have candidate-set errors to be matched incorrectly. With the exception of
Cardboard, there is a clear performance improvement with using GAIM constraints over RE. We believe the reason is because in Cardboard there is (i)
little scale change between the views and (ii) the texture is much sparser than
other datasets, which means that the local affine model used by GAIM has to
be valid between distant surface points. There is little difference in the performance of G26-SIFT/GAIM/BP and G26-SIFT/GAIM/AE, which indicates
both graph optimisers tend to find the same solution (although more tests are
required). With respect to AC-SIFT, although this performs significantly worse
than G26-SIFT we do see a performance improvement with using GAIM graph
constraints over RE. We also measure the visible keypoint match error rates for
each configuration. Recall from §2 that a visible keypoint match error occurs
when a keypoint is visible in the target image, but the graph’s solution does
provide a correct correspondence. This is a combination of both candidate-set
and assignment errors. The results are shown in rows 3 and 4 of Fig. 6.
4.4

Experiment 3: Complete Performance Evaluation

We now evaluate the complete performance of our approach, and show that unmatchable keypoints can be successfully detected a posteriori using the LRC.
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Space limitations prevent a full performance breakdown, so we present here the
complete system recall/precision performance. This is given by the proportion
of matches that a method computes correctly versus the proportion of visible
keypoints that have been matched. We compare against PB12 and TCCBS12
using hard matches from G26-SIFT, AC-SIFT and SIFT. We also investigate
if PB12 and TCCBS12 can detect incorrect matches given the solution of a
graph-based method. This is an interesting test and has not been done in the
literature. We plot these results in rows 5 and 6 in Fig. 6. The trend we see is
that the HMOD methods perform significantly better with G26-SIFT, and the
reason is that many more hard matches are correct with G26-SIFT than with
SIFT or AC-SIFT. For both G26-SIFT/RE/AE and G26-SIFT/GAIM/AE the
performance when using PB12 to detect incorrect matches in their outputs is
not significantly greater than hard matching using G26-SIFT, and in some instances is worse. The reason for this is because incorrect matches outputted by
a graph method tend spatially correlated, and this makes them hard to distinguish from correct matches. The best performing method across all test sets is
G26-SIFT/GAIM/AE/LRC. In Fig. 7 we give some representative visual results
of the methods.

5

Conclusions

We have given a comprehensive breakdown of errors in graph-based keypoint
matching into six different types. These errors occur at various stages of matching; from keypoint detection, candidate selection to final graph optimisation. In
previous works keypoint detectors have been used in a rather black-box style,
however there is a deep interplay between the keypoint detector and graph-based
matching that should not be ignored. We hope the results of this paper will stimulate the design of new keypoint methods that specifically reduce candidate-set
errors in graph-matching rather than the commonly used repeatability metric.
We have presented the first matching system that has been designed to reduce
all six error types. Candidate-set errors have been considerably reduced by GxSIFT features. These also provide automatic information about a keypoint’s
local affine transform that can be used as a second-order deformation invariant
matching constraint. This produces lower candidate-selection errors than the
commonly-used euclidean distance-preserving constraint. We have provided a
method to detect mismatches a posteriori using a Left-Right Consistency procedure adapted to asymmetric deformable graph matching, and shown that the
full framework outperforms state-of-the-art HMOD methods.
Acknowledgments. This research has received funding from the EU’s FP7 through
the ERC research grant 307483 FLEXABLE.
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Fig. 6. Results of experiments 2 and 3. Rows 1 to 4: Assignment and visible keypoint
match errors for 10 graph matching configurations. Rows 5, 6: Complete matching
performance (including mis-match detection) of best-performing configurations and
HMOD methods.
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Fig. 7. Sample results from test groups showing keypoint matching with mismatch
detection. CMs stands for the number of Correct matches (higher is better, in blue),
UVKs stands for the number of Unmatched Visible Keypoints (lower is better, in green)
and UOKs stands for the number of unmatched occluded keypoints (higher is better, in
yellow). In red are false matches. In each target image we show the Region-Of-Interest
(ROI) within which we had GT optic flow. To ease evaluation we restricted R to be
keypoints within the ROI. Therefore any keypoint in the target image that does not
have a correct match in the ROI is an occluded keypoint. No ROI was used to filter
keypoints in the target images.

